System of ordinary differential equations of the genetic regulatory network of Figure 1 , obtained with the GeneticNetworks software package.
. Parameter values of the fits shown in Figure 9 . The first 18 parameters are the free parameters of the differential equation model shown above. The system of equations has been integrated numerically with an adaptive step size, starting from ∆t = 0.001, and the parameter T ime is the total integration time. The parameters P C HB and P C KN I are scale factors that multiply the differential equation solutions HB(T ime, x) and KNI(T ime, x), with x ∈ [0, 100], in order to avoid biasing of data. Note that experimental data obtained by fluorescent methods indicate a concentration that is proportional to the actual concentration of HB and KNI proteins, and these scaling factors are unknown and are different for each protein. The constants GC HB and GC KN I are the total gene concentrations that are responsible for the transcription and translation of proteins HB and KNI. If the genes encoding HB and KNI were both active in each nucleus, we should have GC HB = GC KN I .
